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Classical plays by drama club
This Friday, two short plays named Romeo and Juliet and The Little Match Girl will be
performed and produced by Drama Club. It is very special because it is the first time
that we add alternate changes to the plays and make it more interesting and lively. So
they are the plays that you must watch.
The first play, Romeo and Juliet, is about friendship and love relationship. It is a comedy
with two classic main characters Romeo and Juliet and a whole new story timeline.
Romeo and Juliet used to be enemies since they were children. Their families were
also enemies. But Romeo and Juliet always met each other in Kindergarten, in primary
school and in secondary school, but they were never friends. One night, something
strange happened to both of them and they switched bodies! Then, there were many
funny things happened in the process and they fell in love with each other at last. The
story tells people that they can become friends with their enemies in an interesting
way. So be nice to others.
The second play is a family-friendly play and it is also a comedy about a classic story
named The Little Match Girl who sells matches. But she isn’t going so well on it because
there are a few people buying her matches. She knows that her drunk father won’t let
her go home if she doesn’t sell all the matches and she also wants to buy a house to
live with her grandmother. Then, she starts to mix and match different objects with
matches like an apple, a fish, a pair of shoes, etc. It causes many funny situations and
troubles during the process. She sells many matches with candles because it is
Christmas. The story also reminds us to think more and try more when we are laughing.
These are the promotion of the plays. If you are interested, don’t forget to go and see
the play. The Drama Club hopes you enjoy the plays and have a nice day!

